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Today: “ When women come first…”
2

 Gendered Migration 

 Single Mothers, Poverty and Mobility

 The Changing Family Wages and Status of Males in 
a Service Economy

 Gender, Race and Boundary Crossing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The findings reveal the immigration of Dominican and Mexican women is ‘gendered’ with men leading the immigration of Mexicans and women that among Dominicans.  Does this make a difference?  Well yes it does but not part of the whole poverty or mobility story.  In the past two decades, the immigration gap between Dom and Mex women has reduced while that among the males has widened.The literature tells us that the immigration of women is a world phenomena as I said, and that women lead the immigration in the world except for the US and Asia (see Pederzini and Lowel 2012).  Yet, Dominican, Brazilian and other Latino nations, such as Panama are contributing to a change in immigration in the US history, but with a troubling caveat: the immigration of women is increasing poverty and growth of households were women with very low wages are major breadwinners.  Among the middle class, and in positions in accounting, where many of Dominican skilled laborers work, women received one of the lowest salaries (New York Times, ?). With the onset of de-industrialization and relocation of multinationals to Mexico, Dom Rep and China, there has been a growing demand for women as ‘maquilladoras’; Patricia Fernandez-Kelly’s dissertation thesis in the late 1980s was one to first alert scholars about the ‘changing family wages and status of Mexican males, as employers prefer women over men for cheaper wages  but also given their passivity, ability to take work home.  Yet, just a few years after PFK’s work, Grassmuck and Pessar (1991), a sociologist and anthropologist, study the immigration of Dominican women and consequences of wage earning in manufacturing.  Unlike the Mexican stories in the Southern borders of California among Mexicans, this story depicts women whose wage-earning experience seems to incraese their economic independence but also ability to bargain and have some agency in the economic decisions of their homes.  Migration and wage-earning experience did not affect the salaries of males; this was mostly an immigration of land-owners, ex middle class, whose patriarchal postion within the family as main breadwinners was reproduced in New York, given the ability of many to find gainful employment but also through entrepreneurship.  This immigration was a family immigration,  as we will see with insights from the Census.  Later research reveals these earlier studies despite their contributions failed to capture the realities that Dominican women encountered in the 1990s, on the aftermath of de-industrialization, and the lost of gainful jobs especially in sectors where working class Latino and AA men concentrated. Ramona Hernandez’ work has shown the women who came in the 1990s also were not trully representative of the middle class; as many based their class postion before the immigration based on their consumption abilities.  My work study of immigrant women departs from Hernandez’ premise and takes into account measuring class by the human capital the women import for work within a new context of labor market reception, the ‘service economy.’ Two interesting findings distinguish my work from this earlier literature: immigrant women bifurcated, middle class and working class; unlike land elites, pueblos, mostly from expanding peripheral areas of the DR and Mexico, where a vulnerable middle class is emerging and the immigration into service jobs benefits some but hurts many.2. Second findings, despite poverty, concentration and isolation, service jobs creating a different type of integration and mobility for immigrants which differs from those experienced in ‘manufactures’ or industrial sectors, as employers must strategically position workers into diferent functions with or without contact with clienteles, given the high number of the undocumened imported labor but also that of women of color.  I would like to share my ideas of how a service economy increases the integration of some immigrant groups but also the significance of race and how gender, race and immigrant status may explain the different ways these two immigrant groups integrate in NYC today.The first, I compare working and middle class women immigration and work integration experience of women in NYC from a gendered but also racialization lens. 3. this brings me to my last point.  



Background to the Problem
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 Since 2000, Dominicans share lowest female salaries, 
even lower than Mexicans (Fuentes 2007; NYC Dept. of 
Planning 2013).

 They import higher human capital than Mexicans, yet,

 they are the most spatially isolated of Latino groups 
(Logan 2002; Fuentes-Mayorga 2005; Census 2010). 

 And since 2010, the highest incidence of female SHH’s, 
higher than native-born, poor Blacks.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Census, 1990, 2000, ACS 2007, 2010, 2011 as well as Qualitative interviews (2000-2003; 2008-2010), part



Research questions:
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 Why do some nations send mostly women while 
others send men?

 What explains the different life chances of Dominican 
and Mexican women groups in NYC? 

 What explains the paradoxes of economic mobility 
but also of poverty and racialization among both 
groups? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dominican and Mexican women pushed and pulled by similar economic and social factors but inversely related: while close to half of Dominican women immigrate on their own; Mexicans immigration is arranged or sponsored by spouses and male partners.  



Methods
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 Survey study of 86 women, 44 Mexicans and 42 Dominicans 
(2003 and follow up updates completed in 2009-2010).

 US Decennial Censuses for 2000, 2010 and reports from 
the NYC Department of Planning for 2013 

 Reports from secondary sources, including UNHCR Reports 
(2015, 2018), Inter-American System Reports and those 
prepared by officials in sending nations, such as Mexico, 
Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador  & Nicaragua.

 Findings and feedback gathered at an international 
Immigration Conference on Forced and Return Migration 
held at UCA_Nicaragua, July 13-14, 2016. 



Mexicans have dispersed, but Dominicans still 
concentrate in NYC   Tienda and Fuentes (August-2014)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mexicans Dispersion, MAP, Slide 2On a national scale, we can see the distribution of Mexican and Dominicans but also that of other groups, compared to Mexicans, it is dismal.  But, in the northeast, the situation changes: Mexicans are a relatively new group in New York and the Northeast (Ennis, et al 2011), while Dominicans here for close to 4 decades.  My study with Marta Tienda (forthcoming) reveals the paradox of mobility for both groups, how a boom in the Latino population is driven mostly by the FB and fertility rates; the greatest boom in the South, mostly among Mexicans, but also among other smaller SA and CA groups, with the Northeast not experiencing much changes, except for the inclusion of Mexicans.  Our analysis and others (Kushal et al 2013) reveals that despite the mobility of groups into suburbs and ‘heatherlands’, wages for Mexicans and Latinos lowest in the South, outside of Maingate desinations; The 2010 Census reports 308.7 million people in the US of by April 2010.  Of this, 50.5 million (or 16 percent) were of HispanicMore than half of the growth in the total population between 2000 and 2010 was due to the increase in the Hispanic population. The growth bet 2000 and 2010 varied by Hispanic group. The Mexican origin pop increased by 54 percent and hadthe largest numeric change (11.2 million!) growing from 20.6 million in 2000 to 31.8 million in 2010.The Dominican population nationally increased from 764,945 in 2000 (or 2.2 percent) to 1.414,703 in 2010 (or 2.8 percent of total Hispanic or Latino origin population), with a percent change of 84.9. In New York, Mexican = population size almost 400K Dom = population size is 674,787(See: www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/doc/sf1.pdf)t).



The Latino Population in the United States
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 En 1970  the Hispanic population represented less than 5% of the US Population (Bean & Tienda 1987);
 But, by 2010 Hispanics represented close to 50 million (Ennis, et al. 2011; Frey 2012).
 Nearly 2/3 of Latin Americans in the US has Mexican-American ancestry.
 Today concern abounds over the boom of US Hispanic population, its spatial distribution, exclusion but 

also the contributions they make to US (Ennis et al 2011; Tienda and Fuentes 2014). 





Migrant Women’s Contributions to a changing, 
global economy
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Source: Reuters Report 2016.



Globalization and Women-led Immigration
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 Why women migrate? A response to globalization and feminization of 

service economy (Sassen 1991; Fernandez-Kelly 1983; 2008; Benaria, 
Deere & Kabeer 2012).

 Growing role as main senders and recipients of remittances (Sana and 
Massey 2005; Garcia and Paienoswky 2006).

 until the late 1990s, women from the DR and Mex came from low SES 
origins.  A small share of middle class women whose status was 
dependent on spouses’ occupation came in late 60s/early 70s and now 
increasingly since early 2000 (Fuentes, forthcoming).

 Today, LA Women increasingly assume roles as main providers in local 
and transnational homes. 

 Feminized Remittances reduces poverty in the community of origin 
(Petrozelli 2011); increases the education of children left behind 
(Cuecuecha and Pederzini 2012; especially daughters (Fuentes, on-going) 
but also transforms family structures (Zontini cf in King, 2001; 2010).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
from peripheral to core or developing and poor nations into advanced, capitalist ones.



Latin America 
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Presentation Notes
This is part of ‘job talk given at City college; but also part of my first chapter on book on ‘Solo Migrant Mothers’ .  It shows the increased immigration of Dominican and Mexican women is part of a new phenomenon of globalization and racialization of labor, according to Latin American and US scholars.See the works of Sasskia Sassen (1991) and Alimahoni and Bonachi (2008)An increasing movement of millions of women from poor countries to rich ones, where they serve as nannies, domestics and sometimes as sex workers.In the absence of help from males partners, many succeed in tough “male world” jobs or migration, only after leaving their children behind in the care of other women.  Many come to work in the  north and in the houses of affluent women to free them so they can do better at work and gain more gender  parity at home.Gender and migration scholars (Ehrenreich and Hochschild 2003) have argued that the immigration flow of these women has been discounted since they are poor and of color, citing the case of Argerian in France, Mexicans in the US, Asians in the UK. My work adds to this ‘racialization’ frameworks which are created by the invisibilty of the women’s work, as opposed to the group setting of factories or taxi drivers.Rich nations and empires have extracted raw materials and products from peripheral countries, today they continue to do this but also extract the labor or ‘love’ and ‘emotions’ which after all is what many of the jobs Dom and Mex women come to do in NYC, as ‘health care attendants, nannies, food preparers, entertainers and sex workers. It is as if the wealthy part of the world are running short on ‘precious emotiaonla and sexual resources” (Ehrenreich and Hochschild 2003:5).In India, Sri Lankan women migrate to the middle East,, in Asia, Pilipino women to the US; and in the Eastern block women migrate to the Western rich nations, etc..Yet, Metaphorically, speaking, the US and LA have engaged in a new form of economic ‘gendered’ capitalism, most evidenced in the massive labor market exportation and importation of women.  



Why Women Migrate?
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Source: author’s calculations, US Census for 2009 and 2015 using 5% American Community Survey (in collaboration wit Drs. Darryl McLeod and Alfredo Cuecuecha).
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By 2012, Nicaragua and Dominican Republic leading among LA nations as Single Heads of Households.



Remittances and the Contributions of 
Migrants (World Bank, 2016)
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The Case of Dominican and Mexican Families in 
NYC: Migration, Integration & Deportation
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The Migration of Dominican and Mexican 
Women into New York
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 Why these two LA groups? 

 Both are the largest and fastest-growing, LA Immigrant groups in 
New York City.

 New York City, a new destination for Mexicans but a traditional 
one for Dominicans (Fuentes 2007; Tienda and Fuentes 2014; 
Hernandez & Rivera-Batis 1999; Smith 2002; 2005; 2006).

 The immigration of women accelerates since the mid1990s. 

 Despite similarities in culture, family structures before migration, 
the life chances of Dominicans and Mexicans reverses in NYC, 
with more Dominicans overrepresented among SHHs than 
Mexicans.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paradoxical relations:  one the one hand, both groups of women are equally pulled by better economic prospects in the US compared to those in communities of origins.  Yet, the pull is somewhat different.  While Mexican women’s immigrate attracted by their husbands good fortunes with labor; Dominican women’s are pushed by their husband’s declining economic chances in the home of origin.  But beyond household economies, both women are pushed by emotional push and pulls with husband and male partners.  While most immigration or ‘pasada’ is directed, paid for and coordinated by Mexican males; a good number of Dominican women usually leave on their own. 



Dom and Mex Total Foreign-born B 
Population 1980-2015
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But as of 2015 immigration shares for FB women among both groups have surpassed males by 60% in NYC and in some traditional destination cities, like Texas, Los Angeles, the share has Already reached parity.As the share of women has been increasing that for males has decreased, more for Mexicans than for Dominicans as the first ranks top among the deported.



Dom and Mex Labor Market Participation 
in Tri-State Area (NYC, NJ, & CT)
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Presentation Notes
Dominicans at first dominate and slowly Mexicans are gaining. Despite distribution in tristate area, Mexicans concentrate in NYC with total population of 335.5K of this about half (or 162K are or 48.8% FB) in 2017 (per Census and tabulations by Leeham College, Centro and DSI.Dominican popu 2.5 larger, or 421,418 (with 58.5%) FB.   I AM SURPRISED!



NYC Household Income and Poverty Status 
(2017 Census Bureau, ACS, 1 year estimate)
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Dominicans Mexicans

 Median Hshld Income       $36,380    $48,469            

 Average worker per Hshld 1.4 2.1 

 Percent poor persons 27.4% 26.6%

 Percent in Public Assist 7.6% 3.6%

 Total number of Voting 117,147 71,506

 (per 1000s)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Percent of Dominicans participating in the labor force = 72.2Percent of Mexicans = 93.0Mexican and Dominican males have lowest incomes of all top Latino groups, but women have lowest. 



In a Service Economy, Single Mothers & the 
Undocumented Preferred by low-wage Employers

19

1. Fuentes (2007, 2011) finds Low-wage, service jobs favor the 
most vulnerable of immigrants, race and immigrant status 
main factor.

2. These workers receive lowest pay, occupy functions in 
‘backstage,’ hidden, cut from networks and invisibility in the 
larger society.

3. A caveat: single migrant mothers work longer hours, have 
more freedom and wider network reach; are more preferred by 
employers than married women or those who accompany or 
live with partners/spouses.

4. **Yet they suffer greater work and sexual exploits; tend to be 
more isolated at work than married women. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
**trabajo de bajo ingreso, informal y de condiciones opresivasThe earlier immigration literature focused on the perspective of males; classic economic theories have depicted as an economic phenomenon; historian and structuralist sociologists have focused on the root causes and histories of women’s immigration in the world, and how more than economic motives, larger relationships between core and peripheral nations structure the immigration of  the excolonies or nations with  geopolitical and military US penetration. Gender and international migration scholars have explained the immigration of women due to shifts in the global and local labor markets, which have eroded the traditional wages of males.I’ve drawn on the works of Saskia Sassen (1991, 2003, 2007); Carlas Pederini and Lindsey Lowell (Mexican scholars at Ibero University of Puebla)  and other Latin Americanist scholars (Duaney 2012; Hernandez 2002; Quijano, 2000) to structure the immigration of Dominican and Mexican women within a narrative that includes history of economic relations between the US and LA but also the agencies of women in response to opportunities lacking in the home of origin as well as declining economies of households, not just of spouses. 



Do Husbands Make a Difference? 
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 Single household heads 2000 2010 Change
    Dominican Republic 44 39 -4.5
    Mexico 43 45 2.4
    Puerto Rico 50 44 -5.5
    Colombia 27 21 -6.3
    Honduras 43 36 -6.2
    Ecuador 30 28 -2.3

     NYC Latinas1/ 42 37 -5.3

 Married w/spouse present 2000 2010 Change

    Dominican Republic 17 14 -3.2
    Mexico 30 29 -0.3
    Puerto Rico 14 7.3 -6.2
    Honduras 17 15 -1.9
    Ecuador 17 17 -0.6

     NYC Latinas1/ 17 16 -0.9

Table 2-1 Poverty Rates for FB Latina women, 18-59

1/ Includes NYC residents born in PR, Mexico, DR, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, 
Panama, Cuba, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador &Venezula Source: Ruggles 2010, 2000 5% 
and ACS 2009-11 3% sample IPUMS-USA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poverty rates between 2000 and 2010 went down almost for both groups (single and married Latina women, ages 18-95.  However, for some groups, having a husband makes much more of a difference than for others?Who are these?  PR,  who else)?  Well, it seems that poverty is diminished for every family headed by a single mother, but the greatest drop is experienced by PR women who are married.  Why this group?  Perhaps bec their levels of citizenship makes aDifference, meaning most likely they intermarry other PR men and PR are citizens.



In the US, 43% of homes are headed by single mothers or women 
who are main breadwinners, of these over 60% Latinas and AAs 
(Pew 2014)

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caso interesante la comparacion entre las Dominicans y Nicaraguenses (caso del avion y como me explicaba una sra Nicaraguense habia dejao de hablar con su hijo por tres anios debido a que se habia casado con una Dominicana!) Pensaba que yo era Nicaraguense!)



Dominican women in general, more isolated by class and race 
at work than Mexicans (Fuentes 2005, 2007)
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Dominicans Mexicans Sample
n=45 n=41 N = 86

 Current Employer % % %
White 40 41 40
Asian 7 27 16
Latino 51 27 40
Other 2.3 5.9 3.9

White 25 53 41
Asian 5 31 20
Latino 60 17 35
Other 10 0 4.1

Table 6-7 - Race and Ethnicity of the Workplace

Source. N. Fuentes’ Survey, New York 2000-2003

Husband/Partner Employer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insights updated in 2008-2010, while conducting new research on transnational households for Mexicans and currently, while conducting research on Dominican mothers and the educational mobility of daughters in New York schools.



Work and Employment in White Black and Mixed Race 
Neighborhoods (Fuentes 2011)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gentrification and the growth of industries (Look at other table with growth of industry); neighborhoods which are undergoing rapid gentrification, east Bronx, West and East Harlem, Little Italy, Lower East Side, Williamsburg, Jackson Heights, etc.  Dominicans do better finding work in ‘mixed race neighborhoods, three times as many Dominicans find employment in ‘mixed race neighborhoods’ or spaces.But, Mexicans do better in “Majority White” as well as “Mixed Race” neighborhoods; Dominicans do better in ‘Majority Black’ neighborhoods.



The Migration of Women
24

 Gender and migration scholars (Grassmuck and Pessar 1991; 
Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994, 1997; Menjivar, 2000); by now concede the 
immigration of women is largely affected by macro-structural factors, 
such as the globalization of the local and international economy, de-
industrialization and an expanding, low-wage, service sector which 
covets immigrant women for a ‘care industry.’ 

 My work extends this literature within a gender and racial lens to 
diagnose what drives Dominican women to immigrate first and how the 
process compares to that experienced by other Latina migrants, in this 
case, Mexican women.   

 Next, it explores how the women- versus a men-led immigration  affects 
the work integration and racial and ethnic stratification of the two 
groups in a service economy. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do we know?



Share of Immigrant Women
25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figure P-5 shows the gender share of Dominican and Mexican immigrant adults that are women.  While the share of Mexican women remained relatively constant at about 38%, the share of Dominican women immigrants rose from about 53% in 1990 to 60% in 2011.  This implies that during the 1990 to 2011 period Dominican women accounted for about 70% of the increase in the Dominican born population.  During this same period New York total self declared Dominican population nearly doubled from 328,000 in1990 to 614,000 2010.  As shown in Figure P-6 about half of all Dominican women were born in the DR, compared to about a 1/3 of men, down from a peak of about 43% in 2000.  period the number women born in the DR living in New York rose from about 91,000 to 165,000.



Immigrant’s Class of Admission 
26

Family Preferences 
used more by 
Dominicans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More Dominicans Rely family ties for the immigration, especially “Family Preferences” (on the blue) than Mexicans, and more Mexicans rely on employment preferences and ‘Immediate Relatives” than ‘Family Preferences, given the higher share of the undocumented among the latter.



Migrations Dominicans use family ties more,  
but spouse admissions fell   

27

 In 80s and 90s Dominican spouse admissions rose 61% 
only to fall 4% during the 90s and 00s

 Women coming alone, half of them without or 
separated from a spouse

 Compared to Mexicans, Dominican admissions much 
higher: over 315,000 compared to about 21,000 
Mexican  between 90s and 2000s.



Who made the decision to migrate?
28

Dominicans

n=45

Mexicans

N=41

Sample

N = 85

Spouse 29 46 37

Respondent 50 44 47

Family 20 10 15

Total Respondents 44 41 100

Source. N. Fuentes’ Qualitative Data and Survey, 2000-2003

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dominican women seem more in control of the decision to migrate as half of them reported to have taken the decision; whileClose to half of Mexican women immigrated as a result of their husband’s migration or imperative for family reunification.



2. Single Migrant Mothers, Work, 
Poverty and Mobility

29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My mother’s single migration in the  late 1960s  very unusual for women from her cohort who mostly immigrated with spouses, mainly middle class, or with fathers and families and with temporary visas, as Trujillo felt women travelling alone would give the nation a ‘depraved’ reputation (Pessar, 1987; also informants from this cohort.My mother’s immigration though had somethings in common with a minority of  single mothers from recent cohorts who immigrate not because their husbands’ cannot make ends   but  because their conjugal partners cannot make honor their expectations of love and fidelity. Unlike these women, a growing number of middle class women, included increasingly in latest cohorts immigrate driven by their works and career aspirations but many times because their husbands could no longer make ends meet:Berkis and Magdalena immigrate because their husbands’ could make ends meet.  But, unlike my mothers’ low 3rd grade, rural education and whiteness, Berkis was educated, urban origins and black.  Both Magadalena and Berkis originate from peripheral areas of their nations, (traditional spots for the temporary destination of internal migrants mostly from rural or semi-rural origins).  Interesting to note where the latest cohorts originate from but also where foreign investment is being inserted, usually these coincide and remittances as well as exposure to multinational or touristic industry sow the seeds for immigration. 



Single Heads of Household Women Work longer 
hours than married ones (Dominicans on the rise) 

30

     Work by HH structure 2000 2010 2000 2010
Share women Household Heads 44 53 20 29
Share with spouse/partner 24 15 37 27
Share Head HH working 61 75 50 54
Share Married women working 56 60 34 34
HH heads working 50+ weeks (A) 33 60 27 41
Married works 50+ weeks (B) 30 46 17 25

difference A - B 2.8 14 10 16
Women immigrants (1000s) 160 163 17.7 65.2
Source: Census 5% sample in 2000, combined ACS 3% 2009-11 IPUMS-USA

Table HH-2 Dominican & Mexican born women, age 18-59
Living in New York City,  Work and HH Status

Born in DR Born in Mex

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that Dominican HH heads working 50+ weeks nearly doubled 33% to 60% from 2000 to 2010.  Note that share of Mexican married working was same in 2000 as 2010, but share marriedfell from 37% to 27% even as Dominican married share fell from25% to 15% (very few Dominican women immigrants are married)Explain this findings.  But, discuss also findings by PEW’s (2014) on Increasing share of SHHs women and how Latinas and Aas compose 60% of this share.



 ….My husband became neurotic and was jealous of me.  He 
used to work nights and sleep during the day.  He did not 
make enough even with two jobs!  He was always worried if 
we had enough and about what did and the kids.  

 ….One day, I realized I could not live in these conditions, 
since he was not the man he used to be.  Before, I used to 
call him “my hero.”  He could not even maintain our 
household anymore but insisted that I did not work because 
of the care of our children.  One day, I asked him to leave 
and called the police on him.  My girlfriend helped.
(Dominican, ex-middle class, housewife)

31

The Declining Family Wages and Status of 
Latino Males



Weekly Wages
32



 In 2000, I decided to come back to New York [as a single mother] and live in 
the house of the babysitter and housekeeper who had worked for me in Santo 
Domingo. She offered me her place and also helped in getting me a job.  I 
worked in a factory in Brooklyn.  

 ….I used to get up at 5am to be there by 7:30am.   This was terrible, since I 
had to drop my child at 5:30am in the house of a neighbor.  I later worked 
taking care of an elderly, sick person.  I lasted a week.  I used to make $160 a 
week to clean houses for six days of work through an agency….

 …I later worked for a Jewish bakery in lower Manhattan and got another job 
cleaning homes, on weekends.  I used to feel really bad in these kinds of jobs 
and it was killing me…  

 …To get to the factory I had to ride in a contracted agency van, with all sorts 
of crazy people at 5am!  I am taking medication just to make it day to day…. 
(Central Harlem, NYC:  39 year old, Dominican woman, ex-middle class 
housewife).

33

Middle Class Immigrant Women

Presenter
Presentation Notes
% of Dominicans who declared themselves black in 2000 vs 2010 (??).  GO BACK TO MAP WITH NATIONS SENDING MOSTLY WOMEN.  POINT TO ROLE OF RACE IN THE MIGRATION AND WORK INTEGRATION OF THESE LA WOMEN AND GROUPS.his respondent and handful of them face mental health declines especially in jobs were they had to work as maids, as many of them viewed these positions with a stigma but also given the social and class isolation these jobs presented.Most trouble finding is that middle class women experience the greatest isolation both from the ethnic, working class community but also from mainstream community.



 I think that emigration hurts us.  We are not 
accustomed to having our wives work.  In Mexico 
my wife did not work.  We, the men from provinces 
(meaning, traditional), don’t want our wives to work.  
They have problems handling money and making 
decisions for the family and this creates lots of 
headaches in the household. (54 years old, Mexican 
Entrepreneur, Manhattan, NYC)

34

The views of Men

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comment, how this men took lots of pride explaining to me that his wife worked for a fast food chain store in the Bronx and how it is through her job that his children receive medical insurance and the couple life insurance!Contradictions in the face of change and modernization. 



 When you have a husband, it is a whole different story.  You can 
work if you need to, but the family relies mostly on his money.  
You have his money and you have more than anything his 
support….

 …But, my husband insisted I didn’t work.  He could not take me 
working while I had never worked before.  Besides, in a job as a 
house cleaner, how much pride can I derive?  We got divorced 
four years ago.  I work now in the East Side, cleaning two 
apartments.  I feel much better about this arrangement (39 years 
old, Dominican ex-middle class wife).   

35

The Views of Women



The views of employers
36

 Q: Have you ever hired a Dominican worker?

 “The last Dominican I hired did not want to come [to work] on 
Saturdays.  They are all lazy. Mexicans don’t like to argue with 
you. If I tell him to do something, they do it. In my other shop, 
I had another Mexican…they like to work and they do good 
work…. Dominicans come to ask me for work, Hondurans too, 
and blacks too. But I can’t just hire everybody.

 I have to know where they come from and who recommends 
them. I also have to watch them closely to see if they can do the 
job (Latino employer, repair shop, Bronx).



The views of employers, cont’d
37

 Q. How do you recruit your workers?

 A. Oh, well, we are lucky.  My father used to hire mostly 
Chinese, cousins, and relatives; but, my business is different; I 
don’t want to deal with family.  I have now mostly a Latino 
labor force (thanks to Cynthia [his wife]; and, there is this 
couple that has worked for us for almost ten years, they are 
Mexicans; they are fabulous.  They have helped us hired 
everyone else…..No, none of them come from this 
neighborhood. (Second Generation, Chinese factory owner, 
NYC).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sorting of men and women in the work place, small service employers reproduce traditional forms of gender segregation, with women in ‘feminized’ sectors, as hostesses, or in backstage post as ‘accountants, bookeepers,’ but mainly when they are members of the owner’s family, or are part of the second generation.



Dominicans 
Concentrated 

2010 

38

3/14/2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since 2002, largest share of Dominicans in the Bronx and in areas with high index of poverty and racial and class isolation of native minorities.Increasing the isolation of the middle class from both the ethnic as well as the new and host neighborhood of reception.



Mexicans Disperse 
2010 

39

3/14/2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since 2002, largest share of Dominicans in the Bronx and in areas with high index of poverty and racial and class isolation of native minorities.Increasing the isolation of the middle class from both the ethnic as well as the new and host neighborhood of reception.



Dominicans most segregated and spatially 
isolated by class and race 

40

 The qualitative data shows Dominicans the most segregated 
of all FB Latino groups.

 Census data and updates (ACS 2006-2008) show pattern 
persists and Dominican most isolated of all FB Latino 
groups, indexes of segregation and isolation paralleling those 
of AAs.

 They also experience the highest social isolation from 
mainstream groups, whites and blacks but also from more 
established co-ethnics and Latinos, increasing racialization.

 Mexicans integration at work and in housing resembles more 
trajectories of FB ethnic whites becoming an ‘ethnic’ group 
vs. a racialized group in the Southwest. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Segregation measured at the unit of the household, building tenement and neighborhood, but also at work,By examining networks of support  but also web of ties, friends, and people they know.



Conclusions
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 Increases in SHHs lead to poverty concentration but also 
mobility of women into different service sectors where male 
counterparts have no entry. 

 This increases gender segregation, racialization and exclusion 
of males from ethnic and mainstream work structures, 
reproducing a culture of exclusion and underclass. 

 Gender, immigrant status and race key components in this 
micro-labor, racialization process. 

 The greater visibility of Mexicans and preference by 
employers increases the ‘ethnicization’ of the group or 
integration as an ‘allied,’ hard working ethnic minority.

 Black and brown women and the undocumented occupy 
‘back-staged’ jobs with less visibility from clients.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spatial IntegrationThe new client-oriented, service market demands that employers device new strategies to sort immigrant workers into specific functions arranged into ‘back- or front-stage’ jobs.  Urban renewal and economic growth and gentrification leading to greater isolation of minority and immigrants from employment and housing within their own communities. Gender and immigrant status key components in this micro-labor process. process with implications for the racialized or problematized integration of Black Latinos like Dominicans in New York.  The greater visibility of Mexicans and preference by employers increases the ‘ethnicization’ of the group or integration as an ‘allied,’ hard working ethnic minority albeit highly marginalized, and exploitative work conditions.   Black and brown women and the undocumented occupy ‘back-staged’ jobs with less visibility from clients limiting resources for network and other forms of social capital – leading to ‘invisibility’ and perception of Dominican women as ‘public charge’ despite the high labor force participation of Dominican women.  



Add picture here from UNHCR (2018)

Repatriation and the Case of 
“Runaway” Women and 
Unaccompanied Minors
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Una vista con lentes a derechos humanos.  Agresiones y abusos por parte de las autoridades de inmigracion documentada for el Instituto Vera de NYC,La Comission de Derecho Humanos, tiene informe sobre el abuso de mujeres y ninos deportados y sus experiencia en la Frontera.  Mi prima Alejandra,Tres meses en la carcel en Texas despues de haber sido aprendida en Georgia donde trabajaba.



Deportation in NYC by Ethnic Group
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Universidad de Acala and CCNY April 10th 2015, Madrid 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
***Immigrant status also an issue, 5000 Dominicans deported and 12.000 Mexicans…The earlier immigration literature focused on the perspective of males; classic economic theories have depicted as an economic phenomenon; historian and structuralist sociologists have focused on the root causes and histories of women’s immigration in the world, and how more than economic motives, larger relationships between core and peripheral nations structure the immigration of  the excolonies or nations with  geopolitical and military US penetration. Gender and international migration scholars have explained the immigration of women due to shifts in the global and local labor markets, which have eroded the traditional wages of males.I’ve drawn on the works of Saskia Sassen (1991, 2003, 2007); Carlas Pederini and Lindsey Lowell (Mexican scholars at Ibero University of Puebla)  and other Latin Americanist scholars (Duaney 2012; Hernandez 2002; Quijano, 2000) to structure the immigration of Dominican and Mexican women within a narrative that includes history of economic relations between the US and LA but also the agencies of women in response to opportunities lacking in the home of origin as well as declining economies of households, not just of spouses. 



The 2008 economic crisis  led to return 
migration in Mexico & other LA regions 

 Return migration can be forced migration 
deportation, including “self-deportation” if 
conditions worsen   

 From 1995-2000 net migration from US to Mexico 
2.3 million, reversing to 20,000 net migration to 
Mexico 2005-2010 (post crisis)

 Conditions worsened in the U.S .but improved in 
Mexico, in 2015 33% of adults report live in the 
U.S. about the same as in Mexico (up from 23% in 
2007)  

 source: http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/350/

Norma Fuentes Nicaragua Presentation July 2016
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Deportation and single headed families 

 Vast Majority 90+% of those deported are 
prime age males 

 In 2012, of 410,000 deported 94% were 
males,  majority prime working age, 20-49.

 Due to more women and children crossing from 
El Salvador GTM and Honduras to the US via 
Mexico, the number of women deported rose 
slightly to about 25,000  raising the share of 
female deportees from 6% to 7%.

 source: 
http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/350/

Norma Fuentes Nicaragua Presentation July 2016
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The International Community
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 UNHCR works closely with Governments and others to ensure the 1951
 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol are honored. 
 the “Refugee Protection and Mixed Migration 10-Point Plan” is a tool developed by UNHCR to 

assist Governments and other stakeholders to incorporate refugee protection considerations 
into migration policies,”…..The 10-Point Plan stresses that…..

 It contains an entire section on “child protection systems,” one on identifying women and girls 
at risk, and another on protecting victims of trafficking.

 In accordance with these priorities, the UNHCR Regional Office for the United
 States and the Caribbean in Washington, D.C. (UNHCR Washington), has likewise
 identified the vulnerability of children as a primary concern, especially unaccompanied 

children, and has devoted many
 resources to investigating protecting issues relating to children arriving to and within
 the United States.
 In 2012, with the full cooperation and support of the U.S. Government, UNHCR Washington 

began monitoring the protection screening of unaccompanied and separated children from 
Mexico at the southern

 U.S. border of which a report was published in 2015.



According d to the UNHCR’s 2013 Report
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 the number of requests for asylum has increased in countries 
other than the U.S.

 Combined, Mexico, Panama, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and 
Belize documented a 435% increase in the number of 
asylum applications filed by individuals from El Salvador, 
Honduras and Guatemala. 

 In the US, the number of adults claiming fear of return to 
their countries of origin to government officials upon arriving 
at a port of entry or apprehension at the southern border 
increased from 5,369 in fiscal year (FY 2009) to 36,174 in 
FY 2013.

 Individuals from El Salvador, Honduras, Guatemala and 
Mexico account for 70% of this increase.



Discrimination is a Constant en route to and 
Returning from the US or Mexico back home
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 Migrant children and adolescents continue to 
experience the same racism and discrimination that they 
experience in community of origin by Mexicans or US 
people.

 Upon repatriation, they find it difficult to adjust to 
traditional aspects of indigenous culture (language, 
dress, food, behavior patterns, etc)

 Some girls don’t want to wear indigenous dresses or s 
peak their native language or eat tortillas, 
paradoxically, migration seems to confer a status but 
also instill a sense that indigeneous groups are inferior!
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